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ABSTRACT

Geologic mapping in the western Harquahala Mountains of west- 
central Arizona confirms the existence of a thick sequence of Paleozoic 
sedimentary rocks. Estimated maximum thickness of this Paleozoic sec
tion is 1256 m. Recognized formations include Cambrian Bolsa Quartzite 
(106 m), Mississippian Redwall Limestone (115 m), Permian-Pennsylvanian 
Supai Formation (365 m), Permian Coconino Sandstone (335 m), and Permian 

Kaibab Limestone (335 m). Also recognized is at least 300 m of Triassic 
Moenkopi Formation(?). Crystalline rocks include biotite augen gneiss 
and muscovite-bearing granite.

Structural events in the western Harquahala Mountains consist of: 
(1) post-Moenkopi Formation(?) (Triassic) gravitational tectonics in the 

Paleozoic and Mesozoic sedimentary sequence expressed as low-angle, 
"younger on older" faulting and SE-vergent "cascade" folding, (2) post
gravity gliding intrusion of muscovite-bearing granite along the 
gneiss/Paleozoic sedimentary rock interface, and (3) post-middle Mio- 
cene(?), right-handed reverse-slip faulting along NW-trending high-angle 
faults. Oblique-slip on these faults caused rotation of earlier-formed 

structural trends in the Paleozoic and Mesozoic sedimentary sequence 
about a vertical rotational axis. It is suggested that similar faults 

may be responsible for the western truncation of gneissic terrains in 
the region.
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INTRODUCTION

The west-central and southwestern portions of Arizona are 
poorly known geologically. The understanding of this part of the 
Basin-and-Range Province is, however, critical to the evaluation of 
proposed extensions of Cordilleran tectonic and stratigraphic trends 
into southeastern Arizona.

Recent workers (Burchfiel and Davis, 1975; Drewes, 1976) have 
provisionally extended both Sevier and Laramide structural trends into 

southeastern Arizona through an area occupied, in part, by northern 
Yuma County. The NE-trending Harquahala Mountains lie within this 
critical terrain and display relationships which may aid in defining 
the nature of any tectonic linkage through this area. The present study 
deals with the geology of a portion of the western Harquahala Mountains.

The Harquahala Mountains lie, physiographically, within what is 
generally considered to be the Transverse Province of the Basin-and- 
Range Province (Wilson and Moore, 1959). The general geology of this 
part of Arizona, shown in Figure 1, is taken largely from the Geologic 
Map of Yuma County (scale 1:375,000) by Wilson (1960). The only other 
geologic mapping which has been done in this part of western Arizona 
has been by Miller (1966, 1970) and Jemmet (1966) in the Plomosa Moun

tains, Shackelford (1975) in the Rawhide Mountains, Blanchard (1913) in 
the Buckskin Mountains, and Ciancanelli (1965) in the Granite Wash 
Mountains.

1



Paleozoic sedimentary rocks

I I Ij | | Precombrion granitic-gneissic and schistose rocks

Figure 1. Generalized geologic map of west-central Arizona (after 
Wilson, 1960).
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In general, the geology of west-central Arizona is dominated by 
an abundance of Mesozoic and Cenozoic volcanics, intrusives, and sedi
ments and Precambrian(?) gneiss with subordinate Paleozoic sediments.

The Harquahala Mountains are composed dominantly of gneiss, 
schist, and granite with two overlying masses of Paleozoic and Mesozoic 
sediments (Fig. 2). The contact between these sedimentary blocks with 
the underlying crystalline terrain was previously interpreted as a 
thrust fault by Wilson (1960, 1962). The NE-trend of the Harquahala 
Mountains is generally parallel to the Harcuvar and southern Buckskin 
ranges to the north but is otherwise discordant to the dominant NW- 
trend of the region.
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Figure 2. Western Harquahala Mountains.— View is to the NE towards 
Socorro Block. Lithologic contacts shown are: gr = Socorro Granite,
B = Bolsa Quartzite, R = Redwall Limestone, S = Supai Formation, C = 
Coconino Sandstone, and K = Kaibab Limestone.



STRATIGRAPHY

With the exception of the schist terrain shown on the general
ized geologic map (Fig. 1), the study area includes all of the major 
rock types found in the Harquahala Mountains. These include gneiss, 
granite, diabase dikes, and Paleozoic and Mesozoic sedimentary rocks.

Crystalline Rocks

Gneiss
The rocks termed collectively "gneiss" in this paper are domi

nantly biotite augen gneiss with minor biotite gneiss and quartz-mica 
schist. These gneissic rocks are only exposed east of Tenahatchapi 
Road (Fig. 3, in pocket) in the map area, however, they make up the 

larger portion of the Harquahala Mountains.
Biotite augen gneiss is the dominant rock type in this unit 

(Fig. 4). Reconnaissance suggests that it also comprises a large por

tion of the main Harquahala Mountain mass mapped as Precambrian gneiss 
(Fig. 1). The biotite augen gneiss is composed of white potassium 
feldspar augen, or porphyroclasts, which lie within a foliated matrix 
of biotite, quartz, and feldspar in approximately equal proportions.
The augen, which vary in size up to 3 cm in length, are lensoidal to 

tabular in shape and comprise about 40% of the total rock volume. The 
long axes of these augen define a poorly developed lineation within the 
foliation plane. Biotite augen gneiss is equivalent in texture to the 
cataclastically formed "mylonite gneiss" of Higgins (1971).

5



Figure 4. Biotite augen gneiss.—  Note tabular augen composed of potas
sium feldspar which lie in a foliated matrix composed dominantly of 
biotite, feldspar, and quartz.
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Variously interlayered within the biotite augen gneiss are 
minor quartz-mica schist and biotite gneiss. A faint mineral lineation 
is observed on foliation surfaces of these rocks which is parallel in 
orientation to the lineation within the adjacent biotite augen gneiss.

Socorro Granite
A large quartz monzonite to granite body, herein referred to 

informally and collectively as the Socorro Granite, forms a topograph
ically subdued terrain between the gneissic rocks to the west and the 
sedimentary sequence to the southwest (Fig. 2).

The composition of the Socorro Granite lies very close to the 
quartz monzonite-granite boundary as defined by Travis (1955). Typi
cally, this medium-grained, equigranular rock is composed of approxi
mately 45% quartz, 32% microline, 20% seriticized plagioclase and 3% 

muscovite mica. Minor amounts of hornblende and/or biotite mica are 
locally present.

The Socorro Granite intrudes into both the overlying sedimentary 
sequence and the gneiss. The granite intrudes the gneiss concordantly 
as is evidenced, at map scale (Fig. 3), by the general parallelism of 

the contact with the trend of gneissic foliation.

Dike Rocks

Diabase dikes, which vary up to 120 m in thickness, cut all 
rocks in the map area (Fig. 3). The dike rocks are composed of fine
grained plagioclase and hornblende which together display a diabasic 
texture. The hornblende in these dikes is locally altered to epidote.



Quartz dikes, up to 10 m thick, cut gneiss and Socorro Granite. 
Unaltered rhyolitic dikes are also present but the intrusive relation

ship of these dikes to the other rock types in the study area in unclear. 
This is because where the rhyolite dikes are exposed, they are sur
rounded by recent alluvium. Rhyolite dikes are up to 170 m thick.

Sedimentary Rocks
A thick sequence of Paleozoic and Mesozoic sedimentary rocks 

are exposed in the southeastern portion of the study area. These rocks 

continue in outcrop farther to the east of the mapped area and are also 
exposed in the easternmost sedimentary block shown in Figure 3. In the 

study area, these sedimentary rocks are deformed into large-scale folds. 
The folding, and associated deformation, makes thickness estimates of 
the various formations difficult. The thicknesses given below should 
be interpreted as an extreme upper limit, as the tendency is to over
estimate stratigraphic thickness in folded terrains.

Correlation of the sedimentary rocks exposed within the Harqua- 
hala Mountains to specific formations is hindered due to the paucity 

of fossils and to the relatively large distances from the study area 

to locations of stratigraphic sections which have been studied. These 

difficulties, combined with the observance by McKee (1951) that the 
Harquahala Mountains lie within an area which separated two active 
geosynclines during the Paleozoic, make any stratigraphic correlation 
tenuous.

The rock units are named and described below. Following these 

descriptions is a section which summarizes the basis for correlation of

8



9
these units to specific formations. The separation of rock description 
and correlation is made here in the hope that this will facilitate 
stratigraphic revisions in the future as western Arizona receives more 
attention and study.

Bolsa Quartzite

In the Harquahala Mountains, the Bolsa Quartzite is a medium- 
bedded, feldspathic quartzite (Travis, 1955) composed of poorly sorted, 
subrounded quartz and potassium feldspar fragments. The quartz frac

tion comprises about 70% of the rock volume while the feldspar fraction 
totals approximately 30%. Color of this formation is typically grayish 
brown (SYR 3/2) on weathered surfaces and pale brown (SYR 5/2) to 
grayish purple (5P 4/2) on fresh surfaces. Bolsa Quartzite crops out 
along the entire length of the sedimentary block and forms a prominent 
ledge over the more gentle slopes composed of granitic rock (Fig. 5). 

Thickness of the Bolsa Quartzite is up to 106 m (350 ft), but varies 
along strike.

The contact of the Bolsa Quartzite with the underlying Socorro 

Granite is intrusive (Fig. 5). Although a chill zone was not observed 
in the Socorro Granite along this contact, the granite clearly intrudes 
and locally envelopes portions of the quartzite. Isolated blocks of 
Bolsa Quartzite occur as inclusions within the granite as is seen in 
cross-section A-A’ (Fig. 3). Evidence for slight recrystallization of 
the Bolsa Quartzite near this contact is evidenced in thin section, by 
the interlocking nature of many of the quartz and feldspar grain boun
daries .
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Figure 5. Bolsa Quartzite/Socorro Granite intrusive contact.—  View is 
to the NE. Note irregular trace of contact. Bedding in quartzite is 
steeply dipping to the NW. Lithologic units shown are: gr = Socorro
Granite and B = Bolsa Quartzite.
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Redwall Limestone
The most distinctive and readily mappable stratigraphic unit in 

the Harquahala Mountains is the Redwall Limestone (Fig. 2). This forma
tion is dominantly composed of very homogeneous, medium- to massive- 
bedded dolomite. Very little chert was observed within this formation. 
Color of the dolomite ranges from grayish orange-pink (SYR 7/2) to 
grayish orange (10YR 7/4) on weathered surfaces and light red (SR 6/6) 
to grayish pink (SYR 7/2) on fresh surfaces. Locally, an upper unit of 
the Redwall Limestone is observed. This unit is a thin-bedded, white 
marble with abundant chert and minor phyllite layers. Thickness of the 
Redwall Limestone ranges up to 115 m (380 ft);

The pink to red dolomitic lower unit of the Redwall Limestone 
rests in fault contact with underlying Bolsa Quartzite throughout the 
map area. This fault contact is everywhere defined by a mylonite which 
was seen to vary in thickness from 3 cm (1.18 in) to 3 m (9.84 ft).
The mylonite is reddish in color and is composed of fine-grained, cal
careous material.

Supai Formation

The Supai Formation is a very heterogeneous unit composed domi
nantly of quartzite interbedded with minor limestone and phyllite 
layers. This formation is up to 365 m (1200 ft) in the study area.

Medium-bedded quartzite comprises most of the Supai Formation 

(Fig. 6). This quartzite is pale red (10R 6/2) on fresh surfaces and 
light brown (SYR 6/4) on weathered surfaces. Small-scale crossbedding 

is locally present in the quartzites. Minor limestone is interbedded
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Figure 6. Cascade fold in Supai Formation.—  View is to the SW.
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with these quartzites throughout the thickness of the Supai Formation. 
Two main limestone types are present. The most abundant type is a 
thick-bedded limestone which has a blocky appearance in outcrop. This 
blocky limestone is pale red (5R 6/2) on fresh surfaces and pale 
yellowish-brown (10YR 6.2) on weathered surfaces. In contrast, a 
finely laminated limestone was found which is moderate orange-pink 
(10R 7/4) on fresh surfaces and pale red (10R 6/2) on weathered sur
faces. Field recognition of these various rock types within the Supai 
Formation is hindered by the development of black desert varnish on 
most exposed surfaces.

The contact of the Supai Formation with underlying Redwall 

Limestone is a probable fault. At most localities, this contact is 
marked by a dark green phyllite with well developed cleavage which 

parallels bedding. The phyllite ranges up to 2 m (6.5 ft) in thickness. 
The upper white marble unit of the Redwall Limestone is, in most areas, 
completely cut out by this fault which brings the Supai Formation into 
contact with the pink to red dolomites of the lower Redwall Formation.

Coconino Sandstone

The Coconino Sandstone is a homogeneous, thin-bedded quartzite 
throughout the Harquahala Mountains. The most distinguishing charac
teristic of this formation, relative to the quartzites of the Supai 
Formation, is its homogeneity. Thickness of the Coconino Sandstone in 
the map area is approximately 335 m (1100 ft). The quartzite is fine
grained and has a vitreous luster and clear to white color on fresh 
surfaces. The Coconino Sandstone tends to form slopes and saddles



between the enclosing Supai Formation and Kaibab Limestone. Small- 
scale crossbedding is abundant throughout the Coconino Sandstone, and 

large-scale crossbedding is locally present (Fig. 7).
The contact of the Coconino Sandstone with the underlying Supai 

Formation appears to be conformable and depositional in nature. The 
reddish quartzites of the Supai Formation grade upward into, and inter
tongue with, the more vitreous quartzites of the Coconino Sandstone at 
this contact.

Kaibab Limestone

Approximately 335 m (1100 ft) of varicolored limestone overlies 

quartzites of the Coconino Sandstone. This formation, the Kaibab Lime
stone, is divisible into a lower, slope-forming unit and an upper, cliff
forming unit (Fig. 8).

The lower unit is composed of medium- to thick-bedded limestone 
with minor chert lenses. The main distinguishing feature of this lower 
unit, besides its slope-forming character, is the abundance of pale 
yellowish-brown (10YR 6/2) to yellowish gray (5Y 8/1) beds. The upper 
unit is composed dominantly of medium- to thick-bedded, medium light- 

gray (N6) limestone with abundant chert knots and lenses.
Abundant crinoid plates and less abundant echinoid spines were 

found in the lower, slope-forming unit. The only diagnostic fossil 

found, however, was a deformed Dictyoclostus(?) brachippod valve of 
probable Permian age.

The contact of Kaibab Limestone with the underlying Coconino 
Sandstone is conformable and depositional in nature. Clasts of Coconino

14



Figure 7. Large-scale crossbedding in Coconino Sandstone.



Sandstone quartzite are contained within Kaibab Limestone strata at 
this contact.

Hoenkopi Formation(?)
Approximately 300 m (1000 ft) of quartzite, phyllite, and minor 

conglomerate of the Triassic Hoenkopi Formation(?) crop out along the 
southern margin of the sedimentary block (Fig. 3). This formation crops 
out as a series of small hills to the south of the main mass of Kaibab 

Limestone. The Hoenkopi Formation(?) is a very heterogeneous unit.
Only the major rock types found in the map area are described below.

The lower third of this formation is made up dominantly of 
pyrite-bearing quartzites. Color on fresh surfaces ranges from light 
gray (N7) to light brown (SYR 6/4) to grayish green (10GY 5/2). Black 
desert varnish covers most exposed surfaces. Euhedral pyrite cubes, to 
2 mm in size, are dispersed throughout these quartzites.

The dominant rock type overlying the quartzite is finely foli
ated phyllite which comprises approximately two-thirds of the formation. 
This phyllite is typically medium gray (N6) and has growths of green 

chlorite plates on foliation surfaces. A 3 m (10 ft) conglomerate bed 
was found in the lower portion of the phyllite unit. This conglomerate 
is a graywacke, based on Travis' (1955) classification. Subrounded 

pebbles up to 4 cm in length and smaller rock fragments lie within a 
chloritized, fine-grained matrix. The larger pebbles observed were 
exclusively quartzite. Smaller pebbles and rock fragments are also 

dominantly quartzitic with minor amounts of feldspar. Color on most 
exposed surfaces of this conglomeratic bed is dark greenish gray

16
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Figure 8. Macroscopic fold in Kaibab Limestone.— View is to the NE. 
Sense of overturning of fold is to the SE. Saguaro cacti at base of 
hill give scale.
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(5G 4/1). A 2 m  (6.6 ft) thick bed of dolomite was found immediately 
below the graywacke bed. This dolomite is grayish orange (10 YR 7/4) 
on weathered surfaces and moderate red (5R 5/4) on fresh surfaces.
Thin chert layers define a fine lamination in this bed.

Nowhere in the map area was a depositional contact observed 
between the Moenkopi Formation(?) and the underlying Kaibab Limestone. 
The only contact between these two formations is the low-angle fault 
located just west of the Hidden Treasure Fault (Fig. 3). However, the 
Moenkopi Formation(?) is assumed to overlie the Kaibab Limestone along 

a contact located somewhere beneath the alluvium which separates the 
two units.

Correlation of Sedimentary Units 

The Harquahala Mountains lie within an area which has been 
termed the ’’Arizona Sag" by Eardley (1949). During the Paleozoic, this 

area was a slowly sinking shelf which lay between the Defiance Positive 
Area and the so-called Ensenada Land (McKee, 1951) (see Fig. 9). This 
sag connected the Cordilleran and Sonoran Geosynclines during Paleozoic 
time (McKee, 1951). Thus, the stratigraphic record in this area may 
possess rocks with both southeastern Arizona and Colorado Plateau 

affinities. Because of the paucity of fossils within the rocks of the 
Harquahala Mountains, correlation of stratigraphic units is based pri
marily on lithologic simility and stratigraphic sequence. It is the 
opinion of the writer that the stratigraphy of the Harquahala Mountains 
can be reconciled using present Arizona stratigraphic nomenclature.
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Figure 9. Total Paleozoic isopach map of Arizona.— All thickness 
figures shown are given in feet (after McKee, 1951).
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Kaibab Limestone, Supai Formation, Coconino Sandstone

The three-fold conformable sequence of pale red quartzites 
overlain by vitreous, crossbedded quartzites, in turn overlain by 
varicolored, cherty limestone appears remarkably similar to upper-Paleozoic 
strata known to the north in the Colorado Plateau region. Specifically, 

the descriptions of the Supai Formation, Coconino Sandstone, and Kaibab 
Limestone closely match those of this three-fold sequence, whereas a 
similar correlation to the strata of southeastern Arizona cannot be 
made.

Noble (1922) and more recently McKee (1975) have described the 
Pennsylvanian-Permian Supai Formation as consisting of flat to cross- 
bedded, reddish sandstones with minor limestone and shale interbeds. 
Conformably overlying the Supai Formation at the Grand Canyon is the 
Hermit Shale (Noble, 1922). However, to the south in the vicinity of 
Jerome, Arizona (Fig. 10), the Hermit Shale is not present (Anderson 
and Creasey, 1958). The absence of Hermit Shale at Jerome may represent 
non-deposition, pre-Coconino erosion, or possibly a facies change of 
the Hermit Shale in this area to clastic rocks which resemble the Supai 
Formation. There is no correlative to the Hermit Shale in the Harqua- 

hala Mountains and it is suggested that its absence may be explained by 

such an unconformity or facies change. The Permian Coconino Sandstone 
(Barton, 1910; McKee, 1934) on the Colorado Plateau is a very conspic

uous formation consisting of vitreous white to gray sandstone which 
possesses large-scale crossbedding. Conformable overlying the Coconino 
Sandstone is the Permian Kaibab Limestone (Barton, 1910) consisting of 
gray- to buff-colored, cherty limestone and sandstone. The lower Kaibab
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Figure 10. Comparison of selected Paleozoic sections in Arizona.—  
Correlation lines are lines of approximate time equivalence.
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Limestone has been designated the Toroweap Limestone by McKee (1938). 

However, the distinction of this subdivision as a mappable formation 
is not always made (for example see Moore, 1972).

The closest match of the three-fold sequence to southeastern 
Arizona stratigraphic nomenclature is the Permian sequence Concha Lime
stone and Scherrer Formation (Fig. 10). The Concha Limestone is de
scribed as a massive-badded, cherty, gray limestone (Bryant, 1968).

The Scherrer Formation underlies the Concha Limestone and consists of 
two massive, white to brown sandstone units separated by a dolomitic 
limestone unit (Bryant, 1968). A basal red siltstone is sometimes 
present.

The Concha Limestone and Scherrer Formation may be correlative 
to the varicolored, cherty limestone and vitreous quartzite units of 
the three-fold, conformable sequence. However, in detail, the litho
logic match would be rather tenuous. Also, the lower reddish quartzites 

are not represented in the southeastern Arizona rock record as the 
Scherrer Formation overlies thousands of feet of Cambrian to Permian 

limestone with only minor sandstone strata present (Fig. 10).
In. summary, it is felt that the thick sequence of quartzites 

overlain by varicolored, cherty limestone in the Harquahala Mountains 

is lithologically and stratigraphically equivalent to the Colorado 
Plateau sequence of Supai Formation, Coconino Sandstone, and Kaibab 
Limestone. Miller (1966, 1970), working 30 miles to the west in the 
Plomosa Mountains (Fig. 10), recognized an identical upper Paleozoic
sequence.
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Redwall Limestone

With the above correlation established, it is possible to eval-T 

uate the remaining stratigraphic units in the Harquahala Mountains.
Immediately underlying the quartzites of the Supai Formation in 

the map area is a pink to red dolomite unit. As was previously men
tioned , the contact between the quartzite and dolomite is a fault which 

cuts out a white, cherty marble unit to varying degrees. This bedding- 
plane fault was not observed during reconnaissance in the Little Harqua
hala Mountains (Fig. 1). The contact there appears to be conformable 

and lithologic relationships within this "complete" section suggest that 
separation along the above mentioned fault is not large. The dolomite 

unit is therefore considered to be stratigraphically the youngest unit 
beneath the Supai Formation with the white marble unit representing 
merely a thin, upper part of the same formation.

Beneath the Supai Formation on the Colorado Plateau is the 
Mississippian Redwall Limestone. McKee (1958) describes the bottom 
member of the Redwall Limestone in the Grand Canyon as pale red to gray 
dolomite. Above this member is the relatively thin lower middle member 

composed of cherty, pale brown limestone. The pink dolomite unit in 
the Harquahala Mountains, and its uppermost cherty, white marble layers 
are correlated with this lowermost part of the Redwall Limestone.

Miller (1970), using fossil evidence, assigned a Mississippian 
age to similar dolomites and cherty limestones which underlie the"Supai 
Formation in the Plomosa Mountains. He correlated this unit, however, 

to the massive-bedded, gray—colored Escabrosa Limestone (Bryant, 1968) 

of southern Arizona (Fig. 10). The writer feels that, lithologically.
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correlation of this unit to the Redwall Limestone is much more satis
factory.

Bolsa Quartzite

Underlying the pink to red dolomites of the Redwall Limestone 
in the Harquahala Mountains is a feldspathic quartzite. The contact 

between these two units is everywhere a bedding-plane fault. Recon
naissance to the west, in the Little Harquahala Mountains, suggests 

that a considerable sequence of black to gray, cherty dolomites con
formably underlies the pink to red dolomites of the Redwall Limestone. 
Beneath these black to gray dolomites is a thick-bedded quartzite 
similar to that found to underlie Redwall Limestone in the study area. 

Miller (1966, 1970) describes a similar sequence in the Plomosa Moun
tains. He assigned the black to gray dolomites to the Devonian Martin 
Formation of southeastern Arizona (Bryant, 1968) and the basal quartzite 
to the Cambrian Bolsa Quartzite (Bryant, 1968), also a southeastern 
Arizona stratigraphic unit. Martin Formation is apparently missing in 
the Harquahala Mountains and its absence may be due to bedding-plane 

faulting between the Redwall Limestone and the feldspathic quartzite.

In the Plomosa Mountains, Miller (1970) recognized an interbedded shale 
and quartzite unit between the Bolsa Quartzite and Martin Formation 
which he correlated with the Cambrian Abrigo Formation of southeastern 

Arizona. This shale and quartzite unit is not recognized in the Har
quahala Mountains nor in the Little Harquahala Mountains, and its ab
sence may be due to erosion, non-deposition, or facies change. To the



north, along the Mogollon Rim, the Redwall Limestone is underlain by 
Martin Formation and Cambrian Tapeats Sandstone (Fig. 10).

It thus appears that, from stratigraphic sequence considera
tions, the lowermost quartzite unit in the Harquahala Mountains may 
tentatively be correlated to either the Tapeats Sandstone or to the 
Bolsa Quartzite. The Tapeats Sandstone (Noble, 1922; McKee, 1945) in 
the Colorado Plateau region is described as a massive-bedded, chocolate 

brown, crossbedded sandstone. The Bolsa Quartzite is typically brown 
to reddish brown quartzite which becomes more feldspathic in its lower 
part (Bryant, 1968). The feldspathic quartzite which forms the base of 
the sedimentary section in the Harquahala Mountains is lithologically 
more similar to the lowermost Bolsa Quartzite and is thus correlated 
with it.

Moenkopi Formation(?)

Overlying the Kaibab Limestone is a unit composed chiefly of 
quartzite, phyllite and minor conglomerate. The contact between these 
two units is not observed, however, in the map area. Miller (1966) 
found a similar sequence of clastic rocks in the Plomosa Mountains and 
assigned to them a lower Mesozoic (?) age. He further suggests that they 
may be correlative with the Triassic Moenkopi Formation.

The Kaibab Limestone is depositionally overlain by Triassic 
Moenkopic Formation on the Colorado Plateau. The Wupatki member of the 

lowermost Moenkopi Formation consists dominantly of reddish brown sand
stone and silty sandstone with minor conglomerate (Reppening, Cooley, and 
Akers, 1969). These lithologies and their stratigraphic position over the
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Kaibab Limestone would indicate their equivalence to the clastic beds 
which overlie the Kaibab Limestone in the Harquahala Mountains.

Possible correlatives in the southern Arizona rock record are 
the lower Mesozoic volcanic and associated sedimentary rocks. The lower 
Mesozoic strata, consisting of the Canelo Hills Volcanics, Mount Wright- 
son Formation, and Recreation Redbeds, were apparently deposited in 
local basins and are not recognized very far north of Tucson, Arizona 

(Hayes and Drewes, 1968).

Discussion
The preceeding correlations confirm the existence of a.consider

able section of Paleozoic rocks in the Harquahala Mountain area as men
tioned briefly by McKee (1951) and by Wilson (1962). The total Paleo
zoic section estimated in the study area is approximately 1258 m (4130 
ft). This estimated figure should be interpreted as an extreme maximum 
thickness. Miller (1970) reports approximately 853 m (2800 ft) of Paleo
zoic strata in the Plomosa Mountains. These thicknesses are shown 
plotted on McKee’s (1951) total Paleozoic isopach map of Arizona in 
Figure 9. It is evident that the positions of the 2000 ft, 3000 ft, 
and 4000 ft contours in western Arizona should be displaced to the 
southwest since the position of the contour lines in west-central 
Arizona was originally based on thickness estimates in these two moun
tain ranges (McKee, 1951).

Correlation of the post-Kaibab clastic rocks with Triassic 
Moenkopi Formation supports the contention by McKee (1954) that the
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Moenkopi Formation once continued south of its previously recognized 

southern limit in the Mogollon Rim area and that it has largely been 
removed by pre-Cretaceous erosion.



STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

The western Harquahala Mountains can be structurally divided 
into two major domains. The crystalline domain is composed of gneiss 
and Socorro Granite and is characterized by the presence of well- 
developed planar elements. The sedimentary domain consists of Paleozoic 
and Mesozoic strata and is structurally dominated, at the macroscopic 

scale, by large-scale folds and low-angle faults.

Crystalline Domain

Foliation and joints are the dominant structures within the 
crystalline domain (Fig. 3). Gneiss, which makes up the western part 

of the domain, contains a NW-striking foliation with an average orien
tation of N10°W. Dips of foliation planes vary from 16°NW in the extreme 
western part of the map area to 80°NE near the granite/gneiss contact. 
Mineral lineation on the foliation plane, where present, trends approx
imately N5°W and plunges at shallow angles to the NW or NE. Strike of 

the foliation plane is constant throughout the exposure of gneiss except 
where rotated by a N60°W striking fault (Fig. 3).

Pervasive, closely spaced joints are the dominant planar ele
ments in Socorro Granite (Fig. 3). Spacing of joints is as close as 2 
cm at some localities. The modal orientation of joints is shown in 
stereographic projection (Fig. 11A) to be N8°W in strike and vertical 
in dip. Orientation of joints is approximately parallel to the granite/ 
gneiss intrusive contact and to foliation within the gneiss. Locally,
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joint orientations in the granite are also parallel to the trend of the 
granite/Bolsa Quartzite intrusive contact. In the Socorro Mine area 
(Fig. 3), near this contact, joints grade into a faint, incipient foli
ation defined by slight alignment of mica and feldspar crystals. A 
similar incipient foliation is observed in the center of the Socorro 
Grainte exposure near the middle of section 23 (Fig. 3).

Diabase dikes have intruded the crystalline domain both parallel 

and transverse to foliation and joints. Quartz dikes are also parallel 
to foliation and joints and possess a pervasive jointing which reflects 
this parallelism.

Sedimentary Domain
The sedimentary domain can be divided into two subdomains 

based on contrasting structural style. The Hidden Treasure Fault serves 
to separate the two subdomains which are referred to below as the 
Socorro Block and the Hidden Treasure Block (Fig. 3). The Socorro 
Block is dominated by large-scale folding with little faulting, whereas 
the Hidden Treasure Block is characterized by both large-scale folding 

and low-angle faulting.

Socorro Block
The Socorro Block is a structurally homogeneous terrain char

acterized by macroscopic, subhorizontal, gently inclined to recumbent 
(Fleuty, 1964) folds as are seen in Figures 6, 8, and 12A, and in cross 

section in Figure 3. Geometrically, these large-scale folds are gener
ally concentric in profile with some minor interlayer hinge-zone thick
ening. Hinge-zone thickening is best developed in the calcareous layers
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of the Kaibab Limestone (Fig. 8) and Redwall Limestone. The macroscopic 

folds can thus be considered as transitional between flexural-slip and 
flexural-flow (Donath and Parker, 1964). Tightness of folding, as 
determined by interlimb angle (Fleuty, 1964), varies from close (70° to 
30°) to tight (<30°). Mesoscopic folds (Fig. 12B) are also present in 
all rock types in the Socorro Block and display variations in fold 
style similar to those of macroscopic folds.

Axes of all folds measured in the Socorro Block are plotted in 
stereographic projection in Figure 11B. Statistical maxima on this 
diagram define a modal axial orientation (B̂ )̂ - of approximately N50°E 
with a very shallow plungle. Poles to bedding in the Socorro Block 
define a distinct NW-trending girdle in stereographic projection (Fig. 
11D) which reflects the folding in this domain. The axis of this girdle, 
designated has an orientation of 60N58°E and defines an axis of 
folding for the Socorro Block. The fold axis deduced from the ir-girdle 
diagram approximates the modal fold axis. Thus B^S]. which is charac
teristic of terrains folded dominantly by flexural-slip (Whitten, 1969).

Poles to axial surfaces of folds in the Socorro Block also 
define a NW-trending girdle (Fig. 11C). The axis of this girdle has an 
orientation of 3°N54°E and is nearly coincident with the modal fold 

axis. Steep plunging maxima in the projection are a reflection of the 
recumbent nature of folds in the Socorro Block.

The morphology of overall folding in the Socorro Block is most 
easily visualized in tracing out a particular layer within the folded

1. Geometric and kinematic axes referred to herein follow 
nomenclature as defined by Whitten (1969).
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Figure 11. Lower-hemisphere, Schmidt net projections of structures in 
Socorro Block.— (A) Poles to joint surfaces in the Socorro Granite. 
Modal joint surface indicated as solid line. (B) Fold axes in the 
Socorro Block. B^ is modal axial orientation. B„ is pole to small 
circle (dashed line) distribution of B^ axes. (CJ Poles to axial sur
faces in Socorro Block. P is pole to ir-girdle (solid line). Great- 
circle deflections of u-girdle shown as dashed lines a and b . (D)
Poles to bedding in Socorro Block, is pole to ir-girdle. Great-
circle deflections of ir-girdle shown as dashed lines c, d , e.
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Figure 12. Recumbent folds.—  (A) Macroscopic fold in Kaibab Limestone. 
View is to the SE. Sense of overturning of fold is to the SE.
(B) Mesoscopic fold in Coconino Sandstone.
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sequence. Figure 13 (in pocket) is a structural stereogram of a layer 
within the middle portion of the Supai Formation. The inferred effects 

of erosion have been removed in this reconstruction. The overall mor
phology of this layer is that of vertically-stacked, recumbent folds 
similar to the "piles of folds" described by Davis and others (1974). 
Such stacks of recumbent folds have been appropriately termed "cascade 

folds" by Harrison and Falcon (1936).
Also evident in plan view in the structural stereogram, and on 

the geologic map, is a gentle, s-shaped flexure in the attitude of both 
bedding and fold axes. In the southwestern part of the Socorro Block, 

fold axes and bedding follow a nearly east-west trend and turn north

easterly in the central portion of the block. In the eastern part of 
the block, near the Hidden Treasure Fault, fold axes and bedding again 
turn to more easterly orientations.

Several high- and low-angle faults are observed in the Socorro 
Block (Fig. 3). Two MW-trending high-angle faults are of minor extent 
and indicate normal and reverse movements. The reverse fault in the 
Socorro Mine area has a strike length of 600 ft and 128 ft of apparent 

offset of the Bolsa Quartzite Redwall Limestone contact. Fifty feet of 
normal displacement is evident across a fault in Kaibab Limestone in 
the western portion of section 30. A flat fault near the Socorro Mine 

area offsets the axial portion of a large fold in the Redwall Limestone 
and places reddish dolomites over quartzites of the Supai Formation. 
Separation across this fault is up to 75 ft. Another low-angle fault 
in the southeastern portion of the Socorro Block places folded Kaibab



Limestone over gently dipping Moenkopi(?) Formation. Minor reverse 
faults located near this fault contact dip to the northeast.

Hidden Treasure Block
The Hidden Treasure Block is separated from the Socorro Block 

by the Hidden Treasure Fault (Fig. 3). This fault has a slightly curvi
linear trace which varies from N35°W at its southern end to N20°W in the 

northern part of the area. Dips on the fault are at very high angles 
(750-86°) to the northeast.

Movements on the Hidden Treasure Fault postdates large-scale, 
recumbent folding in the sedimentary domain. Near the postulated 
southern extension of this fault under alluvium fold axes in Kaibab 
Limestone appear to be dragged in a right-lateral sense. Offsets of 
formational contacts across the fault also reveal right-lateral separa
tion. In the northeastern corner of section 30 offsets and drag of 
strata suggest reverse movement on the Hidden Treasure Fault such that 
the Hidden Treasure Block has moved up relative to the Socorro Block. 
Where the fault cuts Bolsa Quartzite in the northern part of the area, 

slickensided surfaces are locally developed. The slickensides plunge 

at low angles (120-350) to the southeast and, coupled with the above 
separation data, suggest relative normal-slip on the fault at this 
locality. This suggested normal-slip is contrary to the observed 

reverse-slip offsets. This complication may be due to local movements 

on the several fault splays which diverge from the main Hidden Treasure 
Fault trace in this area. Right-handed reverse-slip is suggested as 
the dominant sense of displacement on the Hidden Treasure Fault. The
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relative amounts of strike-slip versus reverse-slip cannot be determined 
due to lack of slickenside data along most of the fault trace.

The structure of the Hidden Treasure Block can be observed in 
cross section D-D1 (Fig. 3). Folds in the block have similar physical 
attributes as do those in the Socorro Block. Axes of all folds 
measured plunge at shallow to moderate angles dominantly to the east- 
northeast (Fig. 14A). Axial surfaces of these folds (Fig. 14B) domi

nantly dip steeply to the north. Thus, folds in the Hidden Treasure 
Block can be characterized as gently plunging and steeply inclined
(Fleuty, 1964) in contrast to the more recumbent folds of the Socorro

;
Block.

Because of the lack of a statistical sample of measured fold axes, 
bedding orientation data must be used to define an overall axis for 
folding in the Hidden Treasure Block. Poles to bedding measured in 

the block are plotted in stereographic projection in Figure 14C and 
define a NW-trending ir-girdle. The normal to this girdle (Bi') has an 

orientation of 10oN68°E.
The relationship of structures in the Hidden Treasure Block is 

summarized in cross section D-D*. Macroscopically folded Bolsa Quartz
ite, Redwall Limestone, and Supai Formation are truncated and over

ridden by Coconino Sandstone beneath a southeast-dipping, sub-bedding 
plane fault. At some localities this fault is defined by a gouge zone 
up to 2 ft in thickness. Where observed at other localities, the fault 
appears to be a "knife-edge" contact with no well defined breccia or 

gouge zone. Coconino Sandstone above this flat fault is little deformed 
but becomes highly folded towards the south where it overrides a
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Figure 14. Lower-hemisphere, Schmidt net projections of structures in 
the Hidden Treasure Block.— (A) Fold axes in Hidden Treasure Block.
(B) Poles to axial surfaces in Hidden Treasure Block. (C) Poles to 

/ bedding in Hidden Treasure Block. 8^ is pole to n-girdle (solid line).
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Figure 15. structures.— (A) View to SE towards Hidden Treasure 
Block. Note highly folded Coconino Sandstone. C = Coconino Sandstone. 
(B) Slip sheet of Kaibab Limestone in fault contact over Moenkopi 
Formation(?). Small hill in foreground at extreme right of photograph 
is also composed of Moenkopi Formation (?). K = Kaibab Limestone,
M = Moenkopi Formation(?). View is to the SE.
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large, southeast-plunging anticline along a high-angle fault (Fig. ISA). 
Minor folds associated with the reverse fault are asymmetric and verge 

(Hansen, 1971) to the southeast. Another fault in this system juxta
poses a small slab of Redwall Limestone over Coconino Sandstone in the 
northwest corner of section 20. This fault plane has been intruded by 
diabase dikes.

Post-folding, high-angle faults which cut the southern part of 
the Hidden Treasure Block are similar in trend to the Hidden Treasure 
Fault. Where exposed, these faults indicate normal separation, although 
a component of strike-slip separation cannot be ruled out.



KINEMATIC ANALYSIS: SEDIMENTARY DOMAIN

Because of the presence of abundant deformed planar and linear 
elements, the kinematics of the sedimentary domain can be approximated. 
This analysis is based primarily on data derived from the Socorro Block 
because of its excellent preserved record of finite strain for two 
periods of folding. In contrast, the strain record of the Hidden 
Treasure Block for the second event is somewhat ambiguous.

As previously mentioned, a slight s-shaped flexure of fold axes 

and bedding occurs in the Socorro Block (Fig. 13). This flexure is re
corded in the ir-diagram of bedding (Fig. 11D) by deflection of contour 
lines along great-circle arcs away from the main n-girdle. Orienta
tions of fold axes in the Socorro Block also record this flexure as a 
partial small-circle distribution which departs from the assumed modal 
B^ axis of N50°E. Because the angular deflection of fold axes from this 
modal axis is small and a strong ir-girdle distribution of bedding is 

intact, the derived fold axis (B2--Bi=N50o-58°E) is interpreted as an 
original axis of first folding. This interpretation cannot, of course, 

assess possible effects of bulk translation (Ramsay, 1967, p. 51) of the 
Socorro Block at a time after formation of folds.

Following the reasoning of Davis (1975), it is possible to 
approximate the movement plan, or kinematics, of a particular flexural- 

slip or flexural-flow fold as its interlimb angle approaches 0° (iso
clinal) . This is because the movement, or 'a1, direction in flexural 
slip and flexural-flow folds is parallel to bedding and perpendicular
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to the fold axis. Neglecting the hinge zone, a fold with a relatively 
open interlimb angle will therefore have two ’a’ directions, one con
tained within each of the fold limbs. As the interlimb angle approaches 
0° these two ’a' directions merge so that a single ,a* direction defines 
the direction of slip within the fold. It then follows that slip within 
an isoclinal fold occurs in planes parallel to the axial surface and 
perpendicular to the fold axis. An "approximate movement plan" is thus 

derived when extending this model to folds with interlimb angles 
greater the 0°.

The gently inclined to recumbent folds of the Socorro Block 
vary in interlimb angle from close (70°-30°) to tight (<30°). The use 

of the above kinematic model for this fold system results in the 
"approximate movement plan" depicted in Figure 16A. The B-kinematic 

axis (Whitten, 1969, p. 107) is the axis of external rotation of the 
folds and is parallel to the modal fold axis (B̂ -B].) • The a-kinematic 
axis lies within the modal axial plane and is perpendicular to "B."
Two modal axial planes are apparent in Figure 16A which results in two 
possible slip directions, "a" and "a1." It is possibly more useful in 
this case to define only the trend of slip direction since placement of 
"a" is not unique. The direction of slip active during formation of B^ 

folds in the Socorro Block was therefore N39°W/S390E.
The methods devised by Hansen (1971) for determining sense of 

tectonic transport in a rock sequence folded by flexural-slip processes 
cannot be used for the folds of the Socorro Block because they are not 

intraformational. The "cascade" morphology of the macroscopic fold se

quence (Fig. 13) precludes determination of asymmetry of individual
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Figure 16. Lower-hemisphere, Schmidt net projections of and B2 
fold attributes.— (A) Kinematic interpretation of B^ folding. Solid 
contours represent B^ fold axes. Dashed contours represent poles to 
Bi axial surfaces. Dashed great-circles are modal axial planes.
Solid line is derived trend of slip during B% folding along which lie 
two possible slip directions, a and a'. (B) Geometry of B2 folding.
Ba through Be are poles to great-circle deflections shown in Figures 
11C and 11D. B2 is axis of overall external rotation. Solid•line"is 
derived axial plane forzB2 folding.
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folds. However, inspection of the entire fold system in cross sections 
A-A*, B-B?, C-C*, and Figure 13 reveals a general overturning of folds 
to the southeast. It is concluded therefore that tectonic transport 
accompanying macroscopic folding was S39°E.

Geometric properties of the second period of folding which pro
duced the s-shaped flexure of can be determined by assessing its 

rotational effects of B^ trends. Axes of B^ folds lie on a partial 
small-circle (Fig. 11B) and thus can be treated as an early linear 

structure rotated by later flexural-slip folding (Weiss, 1959; Ramsay, 

1967, p. 463; and Whitten, 1969, p. 329). The angle between the rota
tional axis and the early linear structure is constant during rotation. 
Therefore, the axis of the resulting partial small-circle distribution 

defines the late axis of folding. The late axis of folding (Bg) in the 
Socorro Block, as defined above, is 840N45°W (Fig. 11B).

Superposition of a flexural-slip folding event on previously 
folded strata will produce a series of local second fold axis orienta

tions (Whitten, 1969, p. 329). The orientation of each second fold 
axis depends on the original orientation of the rotated layer. Rota
tion of each layer during the second period of folding defines a great- 
circle in stereographic projection, the pole of each great-circle 
defining the local second fold axis. Such local rotations are evident 
in the bedding orientations in the Socorro Block as great-circle de

flections of contours away from the main tt-girdle. The more prominent 

great-circle deflections are shown as dashed lines C, D, and E in 
Figure 11D.
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A general property of the geometry of superposed flexural-slip 

folds is that the series of local second fold axes lie on a great- 
circle which defines the axial plane of the second period of folding 
(Whitten, 1969). Poles to great-circles C, D, and E in Figure 8D 
represent local axes of second folding. These poles (Bc, Be) are 
plotted in Figure 16B and define a great-circle which trends N50°W and 

is vertical. Also plotting on the derived B2 axial plane is the axis 
of overall external rotation for the second period of folding (B2).

Rotation of B^ axial planes also occurred during the second 
phase of flexural-slip folding. Poles to these early axial planes show 
subtle great-circle deflections away from the main ir-girdle (Fig. 8C). 
Poles to these great-circle deflections (Ba, By)-lie near the B2 axial 

plane defined by deflections of bedding (Figure 16B).
In summary, major deformational events in the Socorro Block in

clude two periods of folding. Macroscopic "cascade" folds developed in 
response to southwest-directed tectonic transport during an initial 
event. Slight rotation of these early folds occurred in response to a 
second flexure about a near-vertical rotational axis. The axial plane 

orientation of this second period of folding was northwest striking and 
vertical.

Extension of the two folding events in the Socorro Block to the 

Hidden Treasure Block is somewhat ambiguous. Certainly the first 
period of macroscopic "cascade" folding has occurred but axial planes 

of these folds dip more steeply than do those in the Socorro Block.

The northeast-plunging axes of these folds and the sense of overturning 
(see cross section D-D', Fig. 3) suggest that a southeast direction of
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tectonic transport can be postulated for formation of these folds. 
Flexure of early fold axes during Bg folding cannot be evaluated for 
the Hidden Treasure Block because of lack of a reliable sample number. 
Inspection of Figure 11C shows a possible slight great-circle rotation 
of bedding on this block, but an s-shaped flexure of bedding is not 
evident on the geologic map (Fig. 3). Therefore, the writer suggests 

that B2 folding did not greatly effect the strata of the Hidden
Treasure Block.



STRUCTURAL EVOLUTION

General Statement

Insights into the structural evolution of the Harquahala Moun

tains can be gained through an understanding of the origin and relative 
timing of and Bg fold events in relation to formation of the gneiss 
and granite crystalline complex. Absolute timing of such events can 

only be inferred due to lack of radiometric dating in the region. An 
attempt will be made to correlate structural events in the western 
Harquahala Mountains to those of other mountain ranges which have 

similar structural sequences.

Events Recorded in Sedimentary Domain

B^ Deformation
The presence of abundant bedding-plane faults (Fig. 3) attests 

to an initial period of low-angle tectonic transport within the rocks of 
the sedimentary domain. Bedding-plane faulting has cut out several 
hundred meters of section between certain formations. The most notable 
of such faults occurs in the Hidden Treasure Block at the base of the 

Coconino Sandstone. Successive formations are cut out beneath the 
Coconino Sandstone until it rests directly on folded Bolsa Quartzite.
The upper, cherty marble unit of the Redwall Limestone is cut out to 

varying degrees beneath the Supai Formation throughout the sedimentary 
domain. Bedding-plane movements are believed to have occurred prior to,
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as well as concomitantly with folding. Such a model permits the 
associated occurrence of folded bedding-plane faults as well as those 

which truncate folds.
Several features associated with this initial period of low- 

angle tectonic transport suggest that deformation occurred as the re
sponse to body, or gravitational, forces as opposed to lateral com- 
pressional forces. Bedding-plane faults in the sedimentary domain 
primarily place younger strata on older strata. Armstrong (1972) has 
suggested that such "younger on older", or denudation faults are almost 

certainly of gravitational origin. B^ folds possess several morphologic 
features which are also indicative of a purely gravitational origin. 
Presence of unthinned and unfaulted reversed limbs of large folds is 
thought by de Sitter (1954, p. 337) to be "strong evidence for gravity 

tectonics." Reversed limbs are a common feature of B^ folds (see 
cross section A-A*, B-B*, C-C' and Fig. 13). "Cascade" morphology of 
folds, as is seen in Figure 13, is also strong evidence for deformation 
predominantly under gravitational forces (Harrison and Falcon, 1936).

Direction of tectonic transport during gravity gliding is deter

mined by kinematic analysis of B^ folds (see previous section) to have 
been approximately S39°E. Several other faults and their associated 

minor structures which formed during gravitational gliding support this 
sense of transport.

The reverse fault in the southern portion of the Hidden Treasure 
Block is also thought to have formed during gravity gliding. This fault 

brings folded Coconino Sandstone over an anticline composed of Kaibab 
Limestone and cored by Coconino Sandstone. Minor folds associated with
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this fault verge to the south-southeast, a direction consistent with 
the southeast-directed tectonic transport derived for folds. Over
riding of Coconino Sandstone along this fault was possibly a response 
to local compression due to crowding at the toe of the glide sheet.

The slab of folded Kaibab Limestone which overlies Moenkopi 
Formation(?) in fault contact in the southwest corner of section 29 
(Fig. 15B), was also emplaced during gravity gliding. Minor reverse 
faults at the fault contact indicate movement to the southeast. North

east axial trends of folds within the slab are consistent with this 
movement direction. Emplacement of the Kaibab Limestone slab is en
visioned to have occurred in a mode similar to formation of a "slip 
sheet" (Harrison and Falcon, 1936, p. 93). A slip sheet, in this sense, 
is a slab which slides down the steepening flank of an anticline and 
overrides strata of a younger age. A possible source of the Kaibab 

Limestone slab is the large recumbent fold immediately to the north
west. Also thought to be a slip sheet is the small slab of Redwall 
Limestone in the northwest corner of section 20 (Fig. 3).

Timing of gravity gliding is clearly post-Moenkopi Formation(?) 
deposition (Triassic) and possibly pre-Socorro Granite intrusion. 
Socorro Granite definitely intrudes Bolsa Quartzite, the basal unit of 
the folded sequence. However, it is difficult to determine if granite 
intrudes, at depth, the large-scale folds and thus postdates their for

mation or if intrusion and uplift caused folding. Figure 5 shows the 

irregular trace of the granite/Bolsa Quartzite intrusive contact. At 

this locality, bedding and a large fold in the Bolsa Quartzite were 

truncated by granite intrusion. This relationship supports a post—B^
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folding time of granite emplacement. Other direct evidence which helps 
solve this dilemma comes from a small granite dike which crops out in 
the southwest corner of section 29 (Fig. 3). This 90 m thick dike is 

similar in mineralogy to Socorro Granite and cuts the Kaibab Limestone 
"slip sheet." If this dike is indeed equivalent to Socorro Granite, 
then it follows that intrusion of the Socorro Granite places minimum 
age constraints on deformation.

B2 Deformation

S-shaped flexuring of B^ trends in the eastern Socorro Block 
was caused by drag during oblique, right-lateral and reverse movement 
on the Hidden Treasure Fault. Folds in the Kaibab Limestone slip 
sheet mentioned above demonstrate this relationship. NE-trending fold 
axes in the sheet are dragged to more easterly trends adjacent to the 
inferred trace of Hidden Treasure Fault. The near-vertical rotational 
axis (Bg) and axial plane derived for this flexuring are consistent with 
a major component of strike-slip motion during faulting. Time of fault
ing is post-Socorro Granite intrusion because it offsets the granite/ 
Bolsa Quartzite contact.

Flexuring of B% trends to more easterly orientations in the 
western Socorro Block is not related to any fault known in the study 

area. Possible placement of a right-lateral fault to account for this 
flexuring is between the Harquahala Mountains and Little Harquahala 

Mountains along the present trend of Centennial Wash (Fig. 17). The 
position of this proposed fault is coincident with a major lineament as 

defined on ERTS imagery of western Arizona. Such a placement is
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compelling due to the truncation of Precambrian(?) gneissic terrains 
and apparent right-lateral drag of the western Harquahala Mountains.
Also, the contact between Paleozoic sedimentary rocks and granite appears 
offset in a right-lateral fashion across the proposed fault.

Time of NW-trehding, right-handed oblique slip faulting can be 
inferred from relationships found in the Plomosa Mountains which lie 30 

miles to the west of the Harquahala Mountains (Fig. 1). There, NW- 
trending faults which have apparent right-lateral separation cut a 

post-middle Miocene rhyodacite unit (Miller and McKee, 1971). These 
faults correspond in time to the beginning of Basin-and-Range exten- 
sional faulting. Jemmet (1966) also suggests that similar faults in the 
northern Plomosa Mountains can be assigned to the Basin-and-Range event. 

The writer extends this reasoning to the Harquahala Mountains and as
signs a Cenozoic age (probable post-middle Miocene) to the most recent 
movement on all NW-trending faults.

Atwater (1970) has attributed onset of Basin-and-Range exten-
sional faulting to cessation of subduction along the western boundary
of North America and onset of transform movements on the San Andreas

Fault. Sumner and Thompson (1974) extend this model and calculate con-
>

siderable post-late Eocene right-lateral movements on NW-trending, 
range bounding faults in southwestern Ariaona. They suggest that a 
component of right-lateral movement oh these faults is dictated by their 

orientation relative to present North America Plate motions.
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gneiss

[ } 2 ]  granite

Figure 17. Proposed fault location.— Dashed lines are possible loca
tions of a right-handed, reverse-slip fault. Note apparent right- 
lateral offset of granite/Paleozoic sedimentary rock contact between 
the Harquahala Mountains and Little Harquahala Mountains. H = Har- 
quahala Mountains, LH = Little Harquahala Mountains, Hu = Harcuvar 
Mountains, B = Buckskin Mountains.
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Events Recorded in Crystalline Domain 

It has thus far been established that intrusion of Socorro 
Granite postdates gravity gliding in the sedimentary domain. It is 
more difficult to determine, however, the relative timing of develop
ment of foliation in gneiss with respect to Socorro Granite intrusion 
and deformation.

Gneiss/Socorro Granite Relationships
It is possible that gneissification was syn- or pre-Socorro 

Granite intrusion. However, if granite intrusion caused the gneissic 

foliation to develop, then a decrease in intensity of gneissification 
away from the intrusive contact should be observed. Instead, a decrease 

in foliation development is observed towards the contact which is prob
ably the result of recrystallization in the gneiss due to granite in
trusion. The writer thus favors the interpretation that intrusion of 
Socorro Granite postdates development of foliation in gneiss.

A post-gneissification time of granite intrusion is supported 
by the general concordancy of the granite/gneiss contact to gneissic 
foliation. This NNW-trending contact (Fig. 3) is fairly sharp except 
where granite locally intrudes gneiss in a lit-par-lit fashion.
General parallelism of the granite/gneiss contact with foliation orien
tations in the gneiss indicates that foliation may have provided an 

inherent weakness along which Socorro Granite was emplaced. Therefore, 
Socorro Granite in the map area is envisioned as a sill-like body which 

intruded along the gneiss/Bolsa Quartzite interface. Intrusion thus 

had the effect of wedging apart the sedimentary rocks from gneiss.



Joints in Socorro Granite probably formed as the result of forceful 

emplacement. Local development of an incipient foliation parallel to 
joint surfaces supports this contention.

Gneiss/Gravity Gliding Relationships
The above interpretation implies that rocks of the sedimentary 

domain were in contact with gneiss during gravity gliding and associated 

deformation. Contact relationships 3 mi to the west, in the Hercules 
Mine area, support this suggestion. There, Bolsa Quartzite overlies a 

3 m thick schist unit which, in turn, rests directly on gneiss. Bedding 
in the quartzite and foliation in the schist is concordant to foliation 
in the underlying gneiss. The dip of the entire sequence is 20°SE.

Based on the above contact relationships it is suggested that 
the gneiss/Paleozoic sedimentary rock interface was the surface of de

tachment, or "decollement,11 during gravity gliding. This zone of 
decollement served to separate rocks of widely dissimilar metamorphic 
grade and structural style during deformation. The nature and attitude 
of this zone cannot be determined due to intrusion of Socorro Granite. 
However, the low dip of the gneiss/schist/Bolsa Quartzite contact in 
the Hercules Mine area and the overall low foliation dips of gneiss in 

the main Harquahala Mountain mass suggests that the zone of decollement 
in the study area may also have dipped at a low angle (=20o^30°) to the 
southeast prior to granite intrusion.

The above relationships in the Harquahala Mountains bear a 
strong resemblance to the so-called "metamorphic core complexes" of 
western North America. Characteristic of these terrains is the presence
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of lineated, low-dipping, cataclastic foliation in gneiss (Coney, in 
press) which is often overlain by a little-metamorphosed cover sequence 
deformed by flexural-slip folding and other brittle processes (Armstrong 
and Hansen, 1966).

Existence of "metamorphic core complexes" is widespread in the 
western United States. These complexes occur as discrete ranges in a 
belt from southeastern Arizona (Davis, 1975; Davis and others, 1975) 
through the eastern Great Basin (Armstrong and Hansen, 1966), and 
northward into British Columbia (Campbell, 1970; Reesor, 1970).
Burchfiel and Davis (1975) feel that they represent exposed culmina
tions of a metamorphic belt which is continuous at depth.

Relative time of formation and uplift of gneiss and gravity 
gliding in the Paleozoic and Mesozoic sedimentary sequence is difficult 

to evaluate due to lack of radiometric dating and mapping in western 
Arizona. Coney (in press) has recognized that south of the Snake 
River Plain the metamorphic core complexes were "either perpetuated, 

reactivated, or initiated in Oligocene-Miocene time." This recognition 
of a possible complex history of core complexes in the southwestern 
U. S. bears directly on the present problem. Was gravitational tec
tonics in the sedimentary domain in the Harquahala Mountains concomitant 
with formation and uplift of a metamorphic core complex or was this 

deformation merely the result of simple gravity gliding during uplift 

of a previously formed, rigid core complex? The answer to this question 
remains largely unanswerable from data presented in this study. It is 

interesting to note, however, that biotite in gneiss in the Harcuvar 

Mountains, which lie immediately to the north of the study area (Fig. 3),
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has a K-Ar age of 24 m.y. (W. A. Rehrig, personal communication, 1976). 
This suggests that the Harquahala Mountains may have experienced a mid- 
Tertiary deformation and/or thermal event similar to the Rincon Moun

tains of southeastern Arizona (Davis, 1975). Whether or not a mid- 
Tertiary event was that which was responsible for formation of gneiss 
and/or structures is inconclusive at the present time. Isotopic 

dating by future workers in western Arizona will aid in establishing 

age relationships more definitely.

Regional Considerations
The initial impetus for this study was to gather basic geologic 

information in an otherwise unknown, but tectonically critical terrain 
in the Western Cordillera. Because of excellent exposure of a deformed 
Paleozoic and Mesozoic sedimentary sequence, the Harquahala Mountains 
provide an excellent opportunity to evaluate tectonic style in this 
region. It is the opinion of the writer that the array of structural 
features in the western Harquahala Mountains are primarily the products 
of gravitational tectonics and not lateral compression.

The provisional extensions of the Sevier (Burchfiel and Davis, 

1975) and Laramide (Burchfiel and Davis, 1975; Drewes, 1976) thrust 
belts through west-central Arizona are not supported by relationships 
in the western Harquahala Mountains. Large-scale folding and low-angle 

faulting in the study area may be the result of gravity gliding of 
cover rocks off of a rising metamorphic core complex. Coney (in press) 
has noted that metamorphic core complexes in the southwestern U. S. 
have undergone profound thermal disturbances and uplift in a back arc
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setting during the Mesozoic and/or mid-Tertiary. It is suggested that 
gravity gliding in the Harquahala Mountains may be more related to up
lift during the mid Tertiary than to uplift during the Mesozoic. How
ever, lack of more precise age constraints on time of deformation 
precludes a more definite interpretation at the present time.



CONCLUSIONS

A thick sequence of Paleozoic (1258 m) and Mesozoic (300 m) 
sedimentary rocks is recognized in the western Harquahala Mountains. 
These strata are lithologically similar and herein correlated to 
specific formations of both Colorado Plateau and southeastern Arizona 

nomenclature. Recognized formations include Cambrian Bolsa Quartzite 
(106 m), Mississippian Redwall Limestone (115 m), Permian-PennsyIvanian 

Supai Formation (365 m), Permian Coconino Sandstone (335 m), Permian 
Kaibab Limestone (335 m), and Triassic Moenkopi Formation(?) (300 m). 
Crystalline rocks include biotite augen gneiss and post-Triassic(?), 

muscovite-bearing granite.
The existence of Paleozoic rocks in western Arizona is consis

tent with earlier stratigraphic models which show this area as a "sag" 
during the Paleozoic between the Cordilleran Geosyncline to the north 
and the Sonoran Geosyncline to the southeast. However, the Paleozoic 
sequence in the Harquahala Mountains is considerably thicker than pre

viously suggested.

Two phases of deformation are recognized within the Paleozoic 

and Mesozoic sequence. Gravitational tectonics in post-Triassic(?), 
pre-granite intrusion time is expressed in the sedimentary sequence as 
large-scale, steeply-inclined to recumbent folds and primarily "younger 

on older" faults. Direction of tectonic transport during gravity 
gliding is determined by kinematic analysis of folds to have been S39°E. 

Sigmoidal flexuring of initial deformational trends about a vertical
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rotational axis occurred at a time following gravitational tectonics and 
granite intrusion. It is suggested that the sigmoidal flexuring was 
the result of a component of right-lateral, strike-slip motion on high- 

angle faults in post-middle Miocene (?) time.
Formation of augen gneiss is pre-granitic intrusion, although 

the relationship of gneiss formation to gravitational tectonics in the 
Paleozoic and Mesozoic sequence is indeterminate from data presented in 
this study. The gneiss/Paleozoic sedimentary rock interface may have 
acted as a zone of decollement during "cascade" folding and low-angle 
faulting in the sedimentary sequence.

Relationships in the western Harquahala Mountains do not support 
models which extend Sevier and Laramide thrust belts through west- 

central Arizona. Gravity tectonics may be related to a mid-Tertiary 
(24 m.y.) thermal event accompanying uplift of a metamorphic core com
plex.
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